
Always a good idea to continue to utilize this button even though automatic emails occur in 
Iowa IDEA.  Just incase there is an error in one of the systems in data this might assist with 
tracking down that error.
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Please note:  If you have questions about the request in Iowa IDEA please ask those PRIOR 
to processing the request and updating stand-alone IMS.  If the request in Iowa IDEA is 
inaccurate please remove it and have the request redone.  

Although this email pops up when you update services for students who are attending in 
your AEA and a resident of another AEA, it is a good tool to utilize to communicate changes 
for any student. 

Even though there are automated emails generated from Iowa IDEA those emails should 
not replace using this email button. This will assist if there is an error in one of the systems.  
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Make sure to check these reports if there is any question you are researching.  Resident 
Updated by Attending only displays data for Resident students in your AEA updated by 
another Attending AEA.  Student & Services Change displays only data for Resident 
students in your AEA updated by anyone.

Contact the user that updated the data if you need more information or have additional 
questions.
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Example: If you were to notice a district not in your AEA or a district within your AEA that a 
student has never attended or resided in then research the issue and contact your Level 6 
Admin to assist in fixing the issue.

Example:  If there is a from date ‘after’ the to date for a record.  Research the issue and 
contact your Level 6 Admin to assist in fixing the data.
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Please note:  When re-activating students in IDEA, and the plan is not current the system 
activates the services and reminds them to write a new IEP.  They are not allowed to 
update progress monitoring or Amend an expired IEP.
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